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58 Connectors & Pigtails
®

UNIVERSAL INTEGRATED TURN SIGNAL KIT
#30120 - A common problem faced by rodders and kit car
builders is where to mount the turn signal switch since many
aftermarket steering columns are not designed to accommodate the necessary wiring and switches. Problem solved with this
new Integrated Turn Signal Kit from Painless. The toggle switches for both turn signals and hazards can be mounted anywhere. Because the kit is designed to be an integrated system,
turn signals will work in conjunction with brake lights.

#30120

COURTESY LIGHT KITS
#30702 - GM Kit Includes: Wires, doorjam switches and light
sockets to install courtesy lights inside your vehicle.
For 1967-72 GM and Chevy Trucks use Kit #30708.

#30702

#30710 - Universal Kit Includes: Wires and light sockets to
install courtesy lights inside your vehicle.
GM STEERING COLUMN AND DIMMER
SWITCH PIGTAIL KIT
#30805 - Original factory connectors to replace worn out or
damaged connectors for early GM keyed steering columns. GM
color-coded wires are ready to connect into your existing harness. Includes: two keyed ignition switch pigtails, one turn signal
pigtail with two connectors; one dimmer switch pigtail. Wire
length: 12 Inches.
GM COLUMN CONVERSION KIT
#30806 - All the plugs and terminals for your early GM keyed
steering column in one kit. Contains two ignition switch connectors, two turn signal connectors and one dimmer switch connector and terminals for each.
FIBERGLASS BODY GROUND KIT
#40026 - For proper electrical grounding of any vehicles with
fiberglass bodies.

JUNCTION BLOCK

NEW!

#30805

#30806

#40026

#80112

#80112 - Two 10 gauge posts provide a perfect way to attach
two large gauge wire connections.
WEATHERPACK CONNECTOR KIT
For use where rain, dust or other elements may affect electrical
connections. Each kit includes a male and a female connector
and the appropriate number of terminals.
NOTE: Accepts only 14 -16 gauge wire.
#70401 - 1 Wire Kit (2pack)
#70404 - 4 Wire Kit
#70402 - 2 Wire Kit
#70406 - 6 Wire Kit
#70403 - 3 Wire Kit

#70402
#70404

QUICK CONNECT TERMINAL KITS
Make your own locking quick connect plugs easily and quickly. Each kit includes a male and a female connector and the
appropriate number of terminals.
NOTE: Accepts only 14 -20 gauge wire.
#40006
#40007
#40008
#40009

-
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#40010 - 9 Wire kit
#40011 -12 Wire kit
#40012 -15 Wire kit

Tech Line 1.800.423.9696

#40008

www.painlessperformance.com

